Call for Papers
15th International Conference on Web Engineering
ICWE 2015, Rotterdam, the Netherlands | 23 – 26 June 2015

IMPORTANT DATES

ICWE 2015 AT A GLANCE

Abstract submission:
February 05, 2015
Full paper submission: February 12, 2015
Paper notification:
March 20, 2015
Camera-ready deadline: April 10, 2015
(All deadlines are at 23h59 Hawaii Time)

ICWE aims to bring together researchers and practitioners from various disciplines in
academia and industry to tackle the emerging challenges in the engineering of Web
applications and in the problems of its associated technologies, as well as the impact
of those technologies on society and culture.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Enrique Alfonseca
Google Research Zürich, Switzerland
Peter Mika
Yahoo Labs Barcelona, Spain
Mike Thelwall
University of Wolverhampton, UK

RESEARCH TRACKS
Web application modeling and engineering
Mobile Web applications
Social Web applications
Semantic Web applications
Quality and accessibility aspects of
Web applications
Web composition and mashups
Web user interfaces
Security and privacy in Web applications

ORGANIZATION
General Chair:
Flavius Frasincar, Erasmus University Rotterdam, the Netherlands
Vice-General Chair:
Geert-Jan Houben, Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands
generalchair.icwe2015@webengineering.org
Program Co-Chairs:
Philipp Cimiano, Bielefeld University, Germany
Daniel Schwabe, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
pcchair.icwe2015@webengineering.org

MORE INFO AT
icwe2015.webengineering.org

The 15th edition of ICWE will be organized in thematic tracks, each focusing on a
different dimension of Web applications: Web application modeling and engineering,
mobile Web applications, social Web applications, Semantic Web applications, quality
and accessibility aspects of Web applications, Web composition and mashups, Web
user interfaces, and security and privacy in Web applications.
In addition to the research tracks, ICWE 2015 also seeks contributions of demos and
posters, student papers to the PhD Symposium, tutorials, and workshops, which are
subject of individual calls for papers.
The conference will be held at the World Trade Center in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
Rotterdam is the second largest city in the Netherlands, one of the largest seaports
worldwide, and host to several leading universities.

SUBMISSIONS TO THE RESEARCH TRACKS
This call addresses research contributions to research tracks in one of the following
categories:
Full research papers: mature, original research contribution. (18 pages)
Reported results should be supported by some type of validation, and also include a
justification about the choice/suitability of the validation method. In addition,
evidence of use in practice and/or demonstration of scalability is regarded as a plus.
Position papers: short papers presenting a discussion. (10 pages)
These papers are intended to present a discussion (analysis, criticism, proposal, etc.)
that promise potential for research that will impact Web engineering in the coming
years.
Papers must be formatted according to the Springer LNCS style and submitted in PDF.
Accepted contributions will be included into the ICWE 2015 Springer LNCS proceedings. The best papers will be selected to be proposed, in extended form, as part of a
special issue of the Journal of Web Engineering.

